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Tuesday - May 26th

Today you will…

❏ Complete your distance learning 
reflection on pg. 3. 
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Distance Learning Reflection

I was most  successful  at …

The most challenging part of distance learning was...

Launch
I enjoyed launch because...

Office Hours
Office hours were helpful 
because....

The one thing I enjoyed most about distance learning was… 
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Wednesday - May 27th

Today you will…

❏ Complete your book review on pg. 5
❏ Complete your book cover on pg. 6
❏ Complete your writing task on pg. 7 

and 8
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Humanities - By the Great Horned Spoon Book Review
Complete the information below based on your novel. It is okay if you haven't finished your book 

yet. 

Overview

 Title:

Author:

Overall Rating (1-5): 

Share
Would you recommend this book to a friend? Why or why not? 

Character - Pick 1
Describe the character’s personality and 
appearance. 

Summarize
Describe what happens in the story. Be sure to include the main story elements using somebody, 
wanted, but, so, then model. 
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Book Cover
Pretend you are the artist hired to create the cover for your 
novel. Recreate the book cover below. Remember the 
cover should capture the reader's attention. 
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Humanities Performance Task

Your class is having a debate about which they enjoy the 
most, the learning kitchen or the garden.  

1. Think about the lessons you have had in the kitchen 
and garden this year.

2. Determine which was your favorite lesson and why. 
3. Write an opinion paragraph about your favorite lesson. 

Be sure to include details from the lesson and evidence 
to support  your opinion.  

Writing checklist:
❏ I stated a clear opinion. 
❏ I used a hook to capture my readers attention. 
❏ I provided at least 3 reasons to support my opinion. 
❏ My ideas are organized and make sense. 
❏ I used transition words and phrases
❏ I used capitals and punctuation where needed. 
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Thursday - May 28th

Today you will…

❏ Complete your math learning log on 
pg. 10 and 11

❏ Complete your math performance 
task on pg. 12 and 13
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Math Learning Log

Math Concepts
What math concepts did you learn or 
practice? 

Math Reflection
In math I was successful  at …

I still need more practice with...

Math Words
Write two math words you learned and write or draw what they mean. 

Math Strategy
Describe or draw  a new math strategy you learned. 
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Listed below are four math concepts you have learned this 
year. For each concept draw, write, or create a problem to 

show what you know. 

Multiplication Fractions

Division Angles and Shapes
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Math Performance Task
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Friday - May 29th

Today you will…

❏ Complete your AMP reflection on 
pg. 15
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Art Music PE

My favorite AMP project or activities was…  

Next time I hope that the AMP activities….

One way I stayed active during distance learning was… 
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